
FEDE RA L COMMUNI C AT IONS COMMISS ION 

WASH ING TON 

OFFICE OF 

THE CHAIRMAN 

The Honorable Anna G. Eshoo 
U.S. House of Representatives 
202 Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Congresswoman Eshoo: 

August 13, 2020 

Thank you for your letter regarding the 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window. Closing 
the digital divide is my top priority as Chairman. I have seen for myself what affordable high
speed Internet access can do for a community-for its families, its schools, its hospitals, its 
farms, its businesses-as well as the impact of its absence. I also fully recognize the importance 
of broadband in Tribal communities. 

The 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window, which opened February 3, is a unique 
opportunity for eligible Tribal entities to obtain licenses for prime mid-band spectrum that can 
help Tribes address their connectivity needs. In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
application window has been extended an additional 30-days until 6 pm EDT on September 2, 
2020. Tribal entities have already submitted 299 applications. And Commission staff have 
answered hundreds of inquiries from Tribes and other interested parties about the filing window. 

This 30-day extension strikes an appropriate balance between providing more time for 
additional Tribal entities to apply and not unduly delaying the grant of licenses to those that have 
already applied. The Commission cannot start the process of issuing licenses to eligible 
applicants until after the window closes, because we will not know the extent of mutually 
exclusive applications for as long as the window is open. A much longer extension would 
therefore substantially delay our award of licenses to Tribal entities and thus delay their ability to 
use this spectrum to connect those consumers living on Tribal lands. Moreover, in light of the 
simplified application process as well as the extensive outreach done by Commission staff 
(including contacting every single federally recognized Tribe and Alaska Native Village the 
month before the window opened, first by phone or other direct contact, and a second time by 
letter), a lengthy extension of the deadline is unnecessary, as evidenced by the large number of 
applications we've already received. 

Commission staff continues to work hard on this initiative, enabling eligible Tribal 
entities to apply and avail themselves of its benefits as soon as possible. We encourage potential 
Tribal applicants to make inquiries via e-mail to RuralTribalWindow@fcc.gov so that 
Commission staff can answer any questions they might have about the application process. 
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Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance. 



F E D E RA L COM M UNIC A TIONS CO M M ISS ION 

WASHINGTON 

OFFICE O F 

T HE CHAIRM A N 

The Honorable Ruben Gallego 
U.S. House of Representatives 
1218 Longworth House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Congressman Gallego: 

August 13, 2020 

Thank you for your letter regarding the 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window. Closing 
the digital divide is my top priority as Chairman. 1 have seen for myself what affordable high
speed Internet access can do for a community-for its families, its schools, its hospitals, its 
farms, its businesses-as well as the impact of its absence. I also fully recognize the importance 
of broadband in Tribal communities. 

The 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window, which opened February 3, is a unique 
opportunity for eligible Tribal entities to obtain licenses for prime mid-band spectrum that can 
help Tribes address their connectivity needs. In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
application window has been extended an additional 30-days until 6 pm EDT on September 2, 
2020. Tribal entities have already submitted 299 appl ications. And Commission staff have 
answered hundreds of inquiries from Tribes and other interested parties about the filing window. 

This 30-day extension strikes an appropriate balance between providing more time for 
additional Tribal entities to apply and not unduly delaying the grant of licenses to those that have 
already applied. The Commission cannot start the process of issu ing licenses to eligible 
applicants until after the window closes, because we will not know the extent of mutually 
exclusive applications for as long as the window is open. A much longer extension would 
therefore substantially delay our award of licenses to Tribal entities and thus delay their ability to 
use this spectrum to connect those consumers living on Tribal lands. Moreover, in light of the 
simplified application process as well as the extensive outreach done by Commission staff 
(including contacting every single federally recognized Tribe and Alaska Native Village the 
month before the window opened, first by phone or other direct contact, and a second time by 
letter), a lengthy extension of the deadline is unnecessary, as evidenced by the large number of 
applications we've already received. 

Commission staff continues to work hard on this initiative, enabling eligible Tribal 
entities to apply and avail themselves of its benefits as soon as possible. We encourage potential 
Tribal applicants to make inquiries via e-mail to RuralTribalWindow(@,fcc.gov so that 
Commission staff can answer any questions they might have about the application process. 
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Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance. 



FED E RA L C OMM U N ICAT ION S C OMMI S S ION 

W A SHINGT ON 

OFFICE O F 

THE CHA I RMAN 

The Honorable Debra Haaland 
U.S. House of Representatives 
1237 Longworth House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Congresswoman Haaland: 

August 13, 2020 

Thank you for your letter regarding the 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window. Closing 
the digital divide is my top priority as Chairman. l have seen for myself what affordable high
speed Internet access can do for a community-for its families, its schools, its hospitals, its 
farms, its businesses-as well as the impact of its absence. I also fully recognize the importance 
of broadband in Tribal communities. 

The 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window, which opened February 3, is a unique 
opportunity for eligible Tribal entities to obtain licenses for prime mid-band spectrum that can 
help Tribes address their connectivity needs. In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
application window has been extended an additional 30-days until 6 pm EDT on September 2, 
2020. Tribal entities have already submitted 299 applications. And Commission staff have 
answered hundreds of inquiries from Tribes and other interested parties about the filing window. 

This 30-day extension strikes an appropriate balance between providing more time for 
additional Tribal entities to apply and not unduly delaying the grant of licenses to those that have 
already applied. The Commission cannot start the process of issuing licenses to eligible 
applicants until after the window closes, because we will not know the extent of mutually 
exclusive applications for as long as the window is open. A much longer extension would 
therefore substantially delay our award of licenses to Tribal entities and thus delay their ability to 
use this spectrum to connect those consumers living on Tribal lands. Moreover, in light of the 
simplified application process as well as the extensive outreach done by Commission staff 
(including contacting every single federally recognized Tribe and Alaska Native Village the 
month before the window opened, first by phone or other direct contact, and a second time by 
letter), a lengthy extension of the deadline is unnecessary, as evidenced by the large number of 
applications we've already received. 

Commission staff continues to work hard on this initiative, enabling eligible Tribal 
entities to apply and avail themselves of its benefits as soon as possible. We encourage potential 
Tribal applicants to make inquiries via e-mail to Rura!Triba!Window@fcc.gov so that 
Commission staff can answer any questions they might have about the application process. 
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Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance. 



FEDE RAL C OMMU N ICATION S C OMMISSION 

W A SHIN G TO N 

O F F IC E OF 

THE CHAIRMAN 

The Honorable Kendra Horn 
U.S. House of Representatives 
415 Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Congresswoman Horn: 

August 13, 2020 

Thank you for your letter regarding the 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window. Closing 
the digital divide is my top priority as Chairman. I have seen for myself what affordable high
speed Internet access can do for a community- for its families, its schools, its hospitals, its 
farms, its businesses-as well as the impact of its absence. I also fully recognize the importance 
of broadband in Tribal communities. 

The 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window, which opened February 3, is a unique 
opportunity for eligible Tribal entities to obtain licenses for prime mid-band spectrum that can 
help Tribes address their connectivity needs. In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
application window has been extended an additional 30-days until 6 pm EDT on September 2, 
2020. Tribal entities have already submitted 299 applications. And Commission staff have 
answered hundreds of inquiries from Tribes and other interested parties about the filing window. 

This 30-day extension strikes an appropriate balance between providing more time for 
additional Tribal entities to apply and not unduly delaying the grant oflicenses to those that have 
already applied. The Commission cannot start the process of issuing licenses to eligible 
applicants until after the window closes, because we will not know the extent of mutually 
exclusive applications for as long as the window is open. A much longer extension would 
therefore substantially delay our award of licenses to Tribal entities and thus delay their ability to 
use this spectrum to connect those consumers living on Tribal lands. Moreover, in light of the 
simplified application process as well as the extensive outreach done by Commission staff 
(including contacting every single federally recognized Tribe and Alaska Native Village the 
month before the window opened, first by phone or other direct contact, and a second time by 
letter), a lengthy extension of the deadline is unnecessary, as evidenced by the large number of 
applications we've already received. 

Commission staff continues to work hard on this initiative, enabling eligible Tribal 
entities to apply and avail themselves of its benefits as soon as possible. We encourage potential 
Tribal applicants to make inquiries via e-mail to RmalTribalWindow@fcc.gov so that 
Commission staff can answer any questions they might have about the application process. 
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Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance. 



FE D E RA L COMM U N ICATION S C OMM ISSI O N 

WASH ING TON 

O FFICE OF 

THE CHAIRMAN 

The Honorable Jared Huffman 
U.S. House of Representatives 
1406 Longworth House Office Bui lding 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Congressman Huffman: 

August 13, 2020 

Thank you for your letter regarding the 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window. Closing 
the digital divide is my top priority as Chairman. I have seen for myself what affordable high
speed Internet access can do for a community- for its families, its schools, its hospitals, its 
farms, its businesses-as well as the i_mpact of its absence. I also fully recognize the importance 
of broadband in Tribal communities. 

The 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window, which opened February 3, is a unique 
opportunity for eligible Tribal entities to obtain licenses for prime mid-band spectrum that can 
help Tribes address their connectivity needs. Tn light of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
application window has been extended an additional 30-days until 6 pm EDT on September 2, 
2020. Tribal entities have already submitted 299 applications. And Commission staff have 
answered hundreds of inquiries from Tribes and other interested parties about the filing window. 

This 30-day extension strikes an appropriate balance between providing more time for 
additional Tribal entities to apply and not unduly delaying the grant of licenses to those that have 
already applied. The Commission cannot start the process of issuing licenses to eligible 
applicants until after the window closes, because we will not know the extent of mutually 
exclusive applications for as long as the window is open. A much longer extension would 
therefore substantially delay our award of licenses to Tribal entities and thus delay their ability to 
use this spectrum to connect those consumers living on Tribal lands. Moreover, in light of the 
simplified application process as well as the extensive outreach done by Commission staff 
(including contacting every single federally recognized Tribe and Alaska Native Village the 
month before the window opened, first by phone or other direct contact, and a second time by 
letter), a lengthy extension of the deadline is unnecessary, as evidenced by the large number of 
applications we've already received. 

Commission staff continues to work hard on this initiative, enabling eligible Tribal 
entities to apply and avai l themselves of its benefits as soon as possible. We encourage potential 
Tribal applicants to make inquiries via e-mail to RuralTribalWindow@fcc.gov so that 
Commission staff can answer any questions they might have about the application process. 
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Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance. 



FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON 

OFFICE OF 

THE CHAIRMAN 

The Honorable Ben Ray Lujan 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2231 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Congressman Lujan: 

August 13, 2020 

Thank you for your letter regarding the 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window. Closing 
the digital divide is my top priority as Chairman. I have seen for myself what affordable high
speed Internet access can do for a community-for its fami lies, its schools, its hospitals, its 
farms, its businesses-as well as the impact of its absence. I also fully recognize the importance 
of broadband in Tribal communities. 

The 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window, which opened February 3, is a unique 
opportunity for eligible Tribal entities to obtain licenses for prime mid-band spectrum that can 
help Tribes address their connectivity needs. In light of the COVTD-19 pandemic, the 
application window has been extended an additional 30-days until 6 pm EDT on September 2, 
2020. Tribal entities have already submitted 299 applications. And Commission staff have 
answered hundreds of inquiries from Tribes and other interested parties about the filing window. 

This 30-day extension strikes an appropriate balance between providing more time for 
additional Tribal entities to apply and not unduly delaying the grant oflicenses to those that have 
already applied. The Commission cannot start the process of issuing licenses to eligible 
applicants until after the window closes, because we will not know the extent of mutually 
exclusive applications for as long as the window is open. A much longer extension would 
therefore substantially delay our award of licenses to Tribal entities and thus delay their ability to 
use this spectrum to connect those consumers living on Tribal lands. Moreover, in light of the 
simplified application process as well as the extensive outreach done by Commission staff 
(including contacting every single federally recognized Tribe and Alaska Native Village the 
month before the window opened, first by phone or other direct contact, and a second time by 
letter), a lengthy extension of the deadline is unnecessary, as evidenced by the large number of 
applications we've already received. 

Commission staff continues to work hard on this initiative, enabling eligible Tribal 
entities to apply and avail themselves of its benefits as soon as possible. We encourage potential 
Tribal applicants to make inquiries via e-mail to Rura!Triba!Window@fcc.gov so that 
Commission staff can answer any questions they might have about the application process. 
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Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance. 



FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS C OMMI S SION 

WASHINGTON 

OFFICE OF 

T HE CHAIRMAN 

The Honorable A.Donald McEachin 
U.S. House of Representatives 
314 Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Congressman McEachin: 

August 13, 2020 

Thank you for your letter regarding the 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window. Closing 
the digital divide is my top priority as Chairman. I have seen for myself what affordable high
speed Internet access can do for a community-for its families, its schools, its hospitals, its 
farms, its businesses-as well as the impact of its absence. I also fully recognize the importance 
of broadband in Tribal communities. 

The 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window, which opened February 3, is a unique 
opportunity for eligible Tribal entities to obtain licenses for prime mid-band spectrum that can 
help Tribes address their connectivity needs. In light of the COVlD-1 9 pandemic, the 
application window has been extended an additional 30-days until 6 pm EDT on September 2, 
2020. Tribal entities have already submitted 299 applications. And Commission staff have 
answered hundreds of inquiries from Tribes and other interested parties about the filing window. 

This 30-day extension strikes an appropriate balance between providing more time for 
additional Tribal entities to apply and not unduly delaying the grant of licenses to those that have 
already applied. The Commission cannot start the process of issuing licenses to eligible 
applicants unti l after the window closes, because we will not know the extent of mutually 
exclusive appl ications for as long as the window is open. A much longer extension would 
therefore substantially delay our award of licenses to Tribal entities and thus delay their ability to 
use this spectrum to connect those consumers living on Tribal lands. Moreover, in light of the 
simplified application process as well as the extensive outreach done by Commission staff 
(including contacting every single federally recognized Tribe and Alaska Native Village the 
month before the window opened, first by phone or other direct contact, and a second time by 
letter), a lengthy extension of the deadline is unnecessary, as evidenced by the large number of 
applications we've already received. 

Commission staff continues to work hard on this initiative, enabling eligible Tribal 
entities to apply and avail themselves of its benefits as soon as possible. We encourage potential 
Tribal applicants to make inquiries via e-mail to RuralTribalWindow@fcc.gov so that 
Commission staff can answer any questions they might have about the application process. 
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Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance. 



FEDERAL COMMUNICATION S COM M ISSIO N 

WASHINGTON 

O FFICE OF 

TH E C H A IRMAN 

The Honorable Jerry McNerney 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2265 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Congressman McNerney: 

August 13, 2020 

Thank you for your letter regarding the 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window. Closing 
the digital divide is my top priority as Chairman. I have seen for myself what affordable high
speed Internet access can do for a community-for its families, its schools, its hospitals, its 
farms, its businesses-as well as the impact of its absence. I also fully recognize the importance 
of broadband in Tribal communities. 

The 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window, which opened February 3, is a unique 
opportunity for eligible Tribal entities to obtain licenses for prime mid-band spectrum that can 
help Tribes address their connectivity needs. In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
application window has been extended an additional 30-days until 6 pm EDT on September 2, 
2020. Tribal entities have already submitted 299 applications. And Commission staff have 
answered hundreds of inquiries from Tribes and other interested parties about the fi ling window. 

This 30-day extension strikes an appropriate balance between providing more time for 
additional Tribal entities to apply and not unduly delaying the grant of licenses to those that have 
already applied. The Commission cannot start the process of issuing licenses to eligible 
applicants until after the window closes, because we will not know the extent of mutually 
exclusive applications for as long as the window is open. A much longer extension would 
therefore substantially delay our award of licenses to Tribal entities and thus delay their ability to 
use this spectrum to connect those consumers living on Tribal lands. Moreover, in light of the 
simplified application process as well as the extensive outreach done by Commission staff 
(including contacting every single federally recognized Tribe and Alaska Native Village the 
month before the window opened, first by phone or other direct contact, and a second time by 
letter), a lengthy extension of the deadline is unnecessary, as evidenced by the large number of 
applications we've already received. 

Commission staff continues to work hard on this initiative, enabling eligible Tribal 
entities to apply and avail themselves of its benefits as soon as possible. We encourage potential 
Tribal appticants to make inquiries via e-mail to RuralTribalWindow@fcc.gov so that 
Commission staff can answer any questions they might have about the appl ication process. 
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Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance. 



FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS C OMMISSION 

WASHINGTON 

OFF ICE OF 

THE C HAIRMAN 

The Honorable Tom O'Halleran 
U.S. House of Representatives 
126 Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Congressman O'Halleran: 

August 13, 2020 

Thank you for your letter regarding the 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window. Closing 
the digital divide is my top priority as Chairman. I have seen for myself what affordable high
speed Internet access can do for a community-for its families, its schools, its hospitals, its 
farms, its businesses- as well as the impact of its absence. I also fully recognize the importance 
of broadband in Tribal communities. 

The 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window, which opened February 3, is a unique 
opportunity for eligible Tribal entities to obtain licenses for prime mid-band spectrum that can 
help Tribes address their connectivity needs. In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
application window has been extended an additional 30-days until 6 pm EDT on September 2, 
2020. Tribal entities have already submitted 299 applications. And Commission staff have 
answered hundreds of inquiries from Tribes and other interested parties about the filing window. 

This 30-day extension strikes an appropriate balance between providing more time for 
additional Tribal entities to apply and not unduly delaying the grant of licenses to those that have 
already applied. The Commission cannot start the process of issuing licenses to eligible 
applicants until after the window closes, because we will not know the extent of mutually 
exclusive applications for as long as the window is open. A much longer extension wou ld 
therefore substantially delay our award of licenses to Tribal entities and thus delay their ability to 
use this spectrum to connect those consumers living on Tribal lands. Moreover, in light of the 
simplified application process as well as the extensive outreach done by Commission staff 
(including contacting every single federally recognized Tribe and Alaska Native Village the 
month before the window opened, first by phone or other direct contact, and a second time by 
letter), a lengthy extension of the deadline is unnecessary, as evidenced by the large number of 
applications we've already received. 

Commission staff continues to work hard on this initiative, enabling eligible Tribal 
entities to apply and avail themselves of its benefits as soon as possible. We encourage potential 
Tribal applicants to make inquiries via e-mail to RuraJTribalWindow@,fcc.gov so that 
Commission staff can answer any questions they might have about the application process. 
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Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance. 



FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 

WASHINGTON 

OFFICE OF 
THE C HAI R MAN 

The Honorable Raul Ruiz 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2342 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Congressman Ruiz: 

August 13, 2020 

Thank you for your letter regarding the 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window. Closing 
the digital divide is my top priority as Chairman. I have seen for myself what affordable high
speed Internet access can do for a community- for its families, its schools, its hospitals, its 
farms, its businesses-as well as the impact of its absence. I also fully recognize the importance 
of broadband in Tribal communities. 

The 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window, which opened February 3, is a unique 
opportunity for eligible Tribal entities to obtain licenses for prime mid-band spectrum that can 
help Tribes address their connectivity needs. Ln light of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
application window has been extended an additional 30-days until 6 pm EDT on September 2, 
2020. Tribal entities have already submitted 299 applications. And Commission staff have 
answered hundreds of inquiries from Tribes and other interested parties about the filing window. 

This 30-day extension strikes an appropriate balance between providing more time for 
additional Tribal entities to apply and not unduly delaying the grant of licenses to those that have 
already applied. The Commission cannot start the process of issuing licenses to eligible 
applicants until after the window closes, because we will not know the extent of mutually 
exclusive applications for as long as the window is open. A much longer extension would 
therefore substantially delay our award of licenses to Tribal entities and thus delay their ability to 
use this spectrum to connect those consumers living on Tribal lands. Moreover, in light of the 
simplified application process as well as the extensive outreach done by Commission staff 
(including contacting every single federally recognized Tribe and Alaska Native Village the 
month before the window opened, first by phone or other direct contact, and a second time by 
letter), a lengthy extension of the deadline is unnecessary, as evidenced by the large number of 
applications we've already received. 

Commission staff continues to work hard on this initiative, enabling eligible Tribal 
entities to apply and avail themselves of its benefits as soon as possible. We encourage potential 
Tribal applicants to make inquiries via e-mail to RuralTribalWindow@fcc.gov so that 
Commission staff can answer any questions they might have about the application process. 
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Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance. 



F E DERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION 

WASHI NGT ON 

OFF ICE O F 

T HE CHA I RMAN 

The Honorable Xochitl Torres Small 
U.S. House of Representatives 
2444 Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Dear Congresswoman Torres Small: 

August 13, 2020 

Thank you for your letter regarding the 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window. Closing 
the digital divide is my top priority as Chairman. l have seen for myself what affordable high
speed Internet access can do for a community-for its families, its schools, its hospitals, its 
farms, its businesses- as well as the impact of its absence. I also fully recognize the importance 
of broadband in Tribal communities. 

The 2.5 GHz Rural Tribal Priority Window, which opened February 3, is a unique 
opportunity for eligible Tribal entities to obtain licenses for prime mid-band spectrum that can 
help Tribes address their connectivity needs. In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
application window has been extended an additional 30-days until 6 pm EDT on September 2, 
2020. Tribal entities have already submitted 299 applications. And Commission staff have 
answered hundreds of inquiries from Tribes and other interested parties about the filing window. 

This 30-day extension strikes an appropriate balance between providing more time for 
add itional Tribal entities to apply and not unduly delaying the grant of licenses to those that have 
already applied. The Commission cannot start the process of issuing licenses to eligible 
applicants until after the window closes, because we will not know the extent of mutually 
exclusive applications for as long as the window is open. A much longer extension would 
therefore substantially delay our award of licenses to Tribal entities and thus delay their ability to 
use this spectrum to connect those consumers living on Tribal lands. Moreover, in light of the 
simplified application process as well as the extensive outreach done by Commission staff 
(including contacting every single federally recognized Tribe and Alaska Native Village the 
month before the window opened, first by phone or other direct contact, and a second time by 
letter), a lengthy extension of the deadline is unnecessary, as evidenced by the large number of 
applications we've already received. 

Commission staff continues to work hard on this initiative, enabling eligible Tribal 
entities to apply and avail themselves of its benefits as soon as possible. We encourage potential 
Tribal applicants to make inquiries via e-mai l to RuralTribalWindow@fcc.gov so that 
Commission staff can answer any questions they might have about the app lication process. 
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Please let me know if I can be of any further assistance. 
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